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TheFermi, Swift andINTEGRALsatellites, together with ground based (especially Cherenkov)

telescopes made possible a great progress in our understanding of relativistic jets. We can now

start to attack the difficult questions of jet formation, collimation and content. We can also use

them as probes to quantify the amount of IR and optical background radiation, and the amount of

the cosmic magnetic field. Since they are the most powerful steady sources of the Universe, we

can study them also at large redshifts, and this is a very fruitful field of research. To this aim, I will

emphasize the importance of high energy X–rays, where very powerful blazars are predicted to

emit most of their electromagnetic power. For them, the contribution of the underlying accretion

disk is not overwhelmed by the non-thermal jet radiation, allowing to estimate the black hole

mass and the accretion rate. In turn, this highlights the connection between the disk and the jet.

Since the highest power blazars could have their emission peak in the∼MeV band, hard X–ray

instruments could be more appropriate than theFermi/LAT to detect them.
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1. Introduction

BL Lacs and Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs), collectively called blazars, have relativis-
tic jets that point at us. Due to relativistic beaming, theirflux is enhanced and they can therefore
be visible up to large redshifts. This makes these sources good probes for studying the physics
of jets and to explore some interesting properties of the farUniverse. Their spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) is always characterized by two broad humps (in νFν ), the first peaking at mm to
UV frequencies, the second peaking in the MeV–GeV (and sometimes TeV) bands [8]. While the
origin of the first peak is certainly due to synchrotron, there is some debate about the origin of
the high energy peak: the prevalent hypothesis is that it is due to the same electrons responsible
for the synchrotron peak, scattering their own synchrotronphotons in low power BL Lac sources
(SSC, [18]), and scattering radiation produced externallyto the jet (EC) in high power FSRQs [7],
[23], [11]. Through simultaneous data covering the IR toγ–ray band, we can now derive several
interesting parameters of the jet emitting region, and, in very powerful sources, we directly see the
contribution of the accretion disk in the optical band. Thus, the black hole mass and accretion rate
can be estimated, allowing to compare accretion and jet powers, both in absolute terms and when
these quantities are measured in Eddington units.

TheFermisatellite allowed a huge jump in strengthening the knowledge of the SED of blazars
since theCompton Gamma Ray Observatoryera, detecting several hundreds of blazars of all kinds.
But the added value of X–ray observations is also huge: hard X–rays above 10 keV in blazars are
particularly important at the two extremes of the so–called“blazar sequence" [8]: i) in low power
BL Lacs they can be due to the tail of the synchrotron spectrum, making them good candidates as
strong TeV emitters: ii) on the high power end of the sequence, namely in very powerful FSRQs,
the hard X–ray flux is close to the emission peak, that in thesesources is in the MeV energy range,
and is dominating the bolometric output. Therefore in thesesources hard X–rays carry a very
significant fraction of the jet luminosity, making them visible and detectable at very high redshift.

This poses the question: to find out the most powerful blazarsat high redshift, what is the
best energy band and instrument? Hard X-rays (thus INTEGRALandSwift/BAT) or γ–rays (i.e.
Fermi/LAT)? The answer of course depends on the average source fluxin the two bands coupled
with the corresponding sensitivity. I will here argue that hard X–rays are more promising.

2. Naked disks in high power FSRQs

The main distinguishing feature between BL Lacs and FSRQs isthe presence or absence of
the broad emission lines. In FSRQs they are well visible, andflag the presence of an ionizing
continuum, produced by an accretion disk. The synchrotron hump in these powerful FSRQs peaks
in the far IR and mm band, and is steep after the peak [namely,α > 1, with F(ν) ∝ ν−α ]. This
is confirmed by the slope of theγ–ray flux, as detected byFermi. Furthermore, in these sources
the synchrotron component is relatively weak with respect to the high energy one. Fig. 1 shows
a typical example of the SED of these powerful blazars. It canbe seen that the location of the
synchrotron peak leaves the contribution of the accretion disk unhidden, and therefore well visible.

We can fit it by applying for instance a simple Shakura–Sunyaev [21] model, and find both
the black hole mass and the accretion rate. A posteriori, we can also check if the disk luminosity
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Figure 1: The SED blazar 0227–369 from the radio to theγ–rays. The lines refer to the leptonic, one–zone
model used in [12]. The different components are labelled. Note the synchrotron jet continuum that peaks
in the mm band and is steep [α > 1; F(ν) ∝ ν−α ] after the peak. This leaves the accretion disk contribution
unhidden. By modelling the disk component we can derive the black hole mass and accretion rate.

is above 10−2LEdd, justifying the use of a Shakura–Sunyaev disk. For BL Lacs, instead, there is
no direct sign in the SED of the accretion disk. However, in a number of them, broad lines, albeit
weak, have been detected and for several others we [20] couldprovide an upper limit. Then, by
using the template of [9], we could estimate the luminosity of the entire Broad Line Region (BLR),
and compare it to theγ–ray luminosity.

3. Broad lines andγ–rays

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the BLR and theγ–ray luminosities, both in Eddington
units (but a strong correlation is present also when considering the absolute quantities). This fig-
ure, adapted from [20], shows also how BL Lacs and FSRQs divide, at a luminosityLBLR/LEdd∼

5×10−4. This is the value that better separates the two classes of blazars. We have proposed to
adopt this division when classifying blazars, since it is more physical that the classical classifica-
tion on the base of the equivalent width of the broad emissionlines. Since the BLR luminosity is
associated with the disk luminosity, and theγ–ray one is associated with the jet power (if the view-
ing angle and bulk Lorentz factor are similar for all blazars), then Fig. 2 shows a clear link between
the jet power and the accretion luminosity. Since a specific source can vary itsγ–ray luminosity
by even two orders of magnitude, (see for instance [10]), we should not be surprised by the large
scatter around this correlation. If the BLR, on average, intercepts and re–emits∼ 1/20 of the disk
luminosityLd, then the valueLBLR/LEdd= 5×10−4 corresponds toLd/LEdd∼ 10−2. This can cor-
respond to the transition between a standard and a radiatively inefficient accretion regime. But there
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Figure 2: The luminosity of the broad emission lines as a function of the γ–ray luminosity as detected by
Fermi. Both are in Eddington units. Red and blue symbols correspond to FSRQs and BL Lacs, respectively.
Arrows corresponds to upper limits. The correlation (dashed line) is almost linear. The grey horizontal stripe
indicatesLBLR/LEdd= 5×10−4, which best divides BL Lacs and FSRQs (as classified as such onthe base
of the equivalent widths of their lines). Adapted from [20].

is another possibility, suggested by the linearity of the observedLBLR–Lγ correlation (although the
paucity of points cannot allow any robust claim): even if theradiatively inefficient/efficient tran-
sition happened at much lower values ofLd/LEdd (as suggested in [22]), the relation between the
size of the BLR andLd implies very small BLR sizes whenLd is small. If the dissipation region is
instead always a multiple of the Schwarzschild radius (about a thousand), objects with weak lines
would have jets dissipating and producing most of their radiationoutsidethe BLR. In this case the
EC process would be not important even if the broad lines are indeed produced [20].

4. Black hole masses and accretion rates

Fig. 3 shows the accretion disk luminosityLd as a function of the black hole mass for all
FSRQs analyzed in [12], [14] and [15]. These values have beenderived by fitting the optical–UV
data with a standard disk. The presence of the synchrotron component in some sources, while is
accounted for by the fit, inevitably introduces some uncertainties when it is strongly contributing
to the optical–UV continuum, but the presence of the broad emission lines in any case allows
to estimate the luminosity of the disk in a relatively accurate way (the uncertainties here being the
reconstruction of the entire BLR luminosities on the base ofone or two lines, and the BLR covering
factor). It can be seen that allγ–ray loud FSRQs we have studied haveLd/LEdd> 10−2, and are
therefore in the radiatively efficient regime of accretion.This, a posteriori, justifies using the
standard accretion disk as a fitting model. Three group of sources are shown: theFermi detected
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Figure 3: Accretion disk luminosityLd as a function of black hole mass for blazars withz> 2 in the BAT
sample (diamonds; A09) and in the 1LACFermi/LAT sample (circles, see [2]). Empty squares are FSRQs
in 1LAC at z< 2 ([12], [14] and [15]). All FSRQs haveLd/LEdd> 10−2, and all high redshift BAT blazars
have black holes withM > 109M⊙ andLd/LEdd> 0.1.

FSRQs atz< 2, those atz> 2, and the FSRQs detected by BAT atz> 2. The latter are the
most powerful, in Eddington units. All FSRQs atz> 2 detected by BAT have black hole masses
M > 109M⊙ and disks emitting at more than 10% of the Eddington limit. They appear more extreme
than the high redshift FSRQs detected byFermi.

4.1 The case of S5 0014+813

The source with the largest disk luminosity and black hole mass is S5 0014+813, atz= 3.366.
In [13] we have derived a black hole mass as “outrageous" asM = 4×1010M⊙ accreting at 40%
Eddington, thus producing a disk luminosityLd ∼ 2×1048 erg s−1, which is what observed in the
NIR-optical–UV. Discussing this case, we have proposed a solution that would allow to have a
smaller black hole mass, i.e. that the disk radiation is collimated (i.e.not beamed) by a funnel. If
the solid angle of the funnel is∆Ωfunnel, one can reduce the power budget by∆Ωfunnel/4π. Since
this source is a blazar, the viewing angle with respect to thejet axis is small, ad this ensures that we
are looking down to the funnel, since the axis of the funnel and the axis of the jet likely coincide.
This would easily allow for a factor∼ 10 of apparent amplification of the accretion disk flux, and
then we could reduce the required black hole mass by an order of magnitude.

On the other hand, the broad emission lines are also powerful, with a Lyman–α luminosity of
∼ 1046 erg s−1 [19], and this emission is surely isotropic. The ionizing continuum cannot have a
“true" luminosity smaller than∼ 10×LBLR ∼ 5×1047 erg s−1. If the ionizing luminosity coincides
with the entire accretion luminosity, then we would requireM > 4×109M⊙, to be sub–Eddington.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the SED of the two more distant blazars detected by BAT (225155+2217;
z=3.668) and by LAT (0347–221;z=2.944). On the left we plot theνFν flux vs the observed frequency, on
the right we plotνLν vs the rest frame frequency. We also plot a single–zone leptonic model that fits the
sources. (From [12] and [14]). The orange line in the left panel is the limiting 5σ sensitivity of LAT after 1
year of survey. For a more detailed analysis of the INTEGRAL data of 225155+2217 see [17].

But with such a large mass the ionizing luminosity is only a fraction of the entire disk emission
(i.e. about 10%), so we require more power, and thus an heavier black hole, making the value
M = 4×1010M⊙ inevitable (within a factor 2).

5. Fermi/LAT vs Swift/BAT

The 3–year survey ofSwift/BAT detected 38 blazars in the [15–55 keV] band. Of these, 10
are atz> 2, and 5 of them are atz> 3. All of these high redshift blazars have luminosities
LX > 2×1047 erg s−1. A recent update using the 58 months survey [6] brings the number ofz> 2
blazars to 16, 6 of which are atz> 3. We can compare these numbers with the total number of
blazars detected byFermiatz> 2: these are 28 (with only 2 atz> 3) in the “clean" 1LAC catalog
[2], and 31 (with 2 atz> 3) in the “clean" 2LAC sample [3] (note that some blazars in the 1LAC
sample are not present in 2LAC, typically because of variability properties, which make them
fail the significance threshold set for the 2–yr sample). We then conclude that both in absolute
and especially in relative terms the hard X–ray observations are more efficient thanγ–ray ones
to select blazars at high redshifts. Fig. 4 illustrates thiscase, by comparing two high–z blazars:
one (225155+2217;z=3.668) has been detected by BAT (and not by LAT), the other (0347–221;
z=2.944) has been detected by LAT (and not by BAT). 225155+2217 is more powerful, its high
energy peak is at∼1 MeV, and it is much more powerful in hard X–rays than 0347–221, whose
high energy peak should be located at larger energies.

6. Heavy early black holes

All FSRQs atz> 2 detected by BAT during the first 3 years [4] have an estimatedblack hole
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Figure 5: The mass function of black holes with massesM > 109M⊙. The black square in the redshift bin
3 < z< 4 is the value considering only FSRQs in the 3 years BAT survey[4]. Multiplying it by 2Γ2 we
have the green (Γ = 5) or red (Γ = 15) points. The stripes are the extrapolation to larger redshifts of the
BAT blazar luminosity function, according to the evolutionproposed by [4] and to the minimal evolution
discussed in [14]. The blue stripe corresponds to the mass function of radio–quiet objects (with optical
luminosities larger than 1047 erg s−1), [16]. Adapted from [24].

mass exceeding 109M⊙ [14]. These are also those FSRQs exceeding a luminosity ofLX = 2×1047

erg s−1 in the [15–55 keV] band. Therefore the luminosity function above this value of luminosity
directly gives a lower limit on the mass density of black holes, in blazars, with M > 109M⊙. Fig.
5 shows this estimate as a black square (labelledφBAT), in the 3< z< 4 redshift bin. But the
real density of these heavy black holes is a factor 2Γ2 higher, whereΓ is the bulk Lorentz factor
of the X–ray emitting jet. Therefore Fig. 5 shows the densityof heavy black holes multiplying
what directly derived for blazars by a factor 50 (i.e.Γ = 5) or 450 (Γ = 15). Then, assuming the
luminosity function of [4] and its extrapolation abovez= 4 (where we have no data), we have the
red stripe (labelled A09). The green stripe, instead, (labelled as Min), corresponds to a different
evolution of the luminosity function of [4], but only abovez= 4. It is a “minimal" luminosity
function because it is consistent with the few powerful blazars already detected atz> 4 (and with
M > 109M⊙), discovered serendipitously [14], [24]. The two mass functions are then equal for
z< 4, but become quite different above. We can then compare themwith the mass function of
heavy black holes in radio–quiet quasars. To this aim Fig. 5 shows the one derived taking the
luminosity function of [16], and integrating the density ofobjects aboveL = 1047 erg s−1 in the
optical (i.e. masses above 109M⊙, if they are Eddington limited). This is shown by the blue stripe
(labelled Hopkins07). In [24] we have then stressed that theluminosity function of [4] yields a
density of heavy and early black holes of radio–loud objectsthat is larger than what derived for
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radio–quiet ones. Even if strange, this is not impossible: it could be that, to form a very massive
black hole in a short time (i.e. highz) the systemrequiresa jet. On the other hand, there is a
more conservative solution, depicted by the “minimal" massfunction, where the factor∼ 1/10 of
the ratio between radio–loud and radio–quiet is maintainedalso at largez. Finding the true mass
function at largezof blazars is the next challenge.
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